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What is Learning?

Wikipedia: learning 

acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, 
preferences or understanding, and may involve synthesizing 
different types of information. The ability to learn is 
possessed by humans, animals and some machines.

Webster: learning

1 : the act or experience of one that learns
2 : knowledge or skill acquired by instruction or study
3 : modification of a behavioral tendency by experience 
(as exposure to conditioning)

Encyclopedia Britannica: learning

the alteration of behaviour as a result of individual experience. 
When an organism can perceive and change its behaviour, it 
is said to learn.
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Learning  x  Adaptation?
Adaptation – „small“ learning, usually related to physics 
of the world

Adaptation of species

Adaptation – changing body shape, behavior, foraging, 
life style

Evolutionary adaptation

Learning of individuals 

Learning usually relates to cognitive processes, 
physiological changes are only in the brain 
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Robot Learning
Why do robots need to learn?

Standard robots used in controlled factory conditions 
usually do not learn. They may adapt to different 
material properties, and be programmable – to 
perform different action sequences.

Robots that share the real environment with us can 
learn to perform tasks better.

Environment properties:

Unknown        = do not know what to expect ahead
Dynamic         = changes may occur
Unpredictable = do not know when and how it 

  changes 
AI Robotics, July 2010
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Robot Learning
What can the robots learn?

•  Map of their environment
•  Properties of their environment
•  Recognize objects, faces, people
•  Manipulation tasks
•  Navigational tasks
•  Coordinate and cooperate with other robots
•  Effective communication with humans
•  Understand situations and take apropriate actions
•  Complex tasks
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Robot Learning
How can the robots learn?

  Pattern Recognition & Machine Learning 

   (in general: Artificial Intelligence)

   Let's take a closer look...
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Machine Learning – simple example
Animal game

ML: Knowledge representation + learning rule/algorithm

Computer Human

Is it a mammal? yes

Does it live in water? no

Is it a carnivore? yes

Does it have stripes? yes

Is it a tiger? yes

I won!  

Computer Human

Is it a mammal? yes

Does it live in water? yes

Is it a whale? no

I give up. What is it? dolphin

Please enter a question 
distinguishing between a 
whale and a dolphin:

Is it very 
large?

For a dolphin the answer to 
this question is:

no
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Knowledge Representation - Symbolic

Knowledge representation: LISP expressions
Learning algorithm: predicate logic
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Knowledge Representation - Symbolic
GENERAL TRIANGLE {
  (Generalized_by: closed planar geometric object)
  (Generalization_of: acute-angled triangle, obtuse-angled triangle, right-angled triangle,
                                    equilateral triangle, isoscales-triangle)
  (parameters: x-side, y-side, z-side, φ-angle, χ-angle, ψ-angle, x-altitude, y-altitude, z-altitude,

      x-median, y-median, z-median, r_inner_circle_radius, R_outer_circle_
      radius, P_perimeter=x+y+z, V_volume=(x*x-altitude)/2)

  (number of sides [<cardinality:1> <data type:INT>] value: 3)
  (number of angles [<cardinality:1> <data type:INT>] value: 3)
  (x-side [<cardinality:1> <data type:REAL> <if-needed: ask, measure, infer> <ifchanged:

      check consistency (x<y+z)>] length value: UNKNOWN)
  (y-side, z-side similarly)
  (φ-angle [<cardinality:1> <data_type:REAL > <data_template: .**, 0< φ<180 >

<if-needed: ask, measure, infer><if-changed: check_consistency (φ+χ +ψ=180)>]
value: UNKNOWN)

  (χ-angle, ψ-angle similarly)
  (x-altitude [<cardinality:1> <data_type:REAL > <data_template: .**> <if-needed:

ask, measure, infer> <if-changed: check_consistency)>] value: UNKNOWN)
  (y-altitude, z-altitude similarly)
  (x-meridian [<cardinality:1> <data_type:REAL > <data_template: .**> <if-needed:

   ask, measure, infer> <if-changed: check_consistency)>] value: UNKNOWN)
  (y-meridian, z-median similarly)
  (P_perimeter [<cardinality:1> <data_type:REAL > <if-needed: ask, measure, infer _by:

P = x+y+z>] value: UNKNOWN)
  (V_volume [<cardinality:1> <data_type: REAL> <data_template: .**>

    <if-needed: ask, infer>] value: √ [(p/2)(p-x)(p-y)(p-z)]|(x*x-altitude)/2)  }
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
Nature's way:

Information is distributed, represented by millions of 
numerical values that serve multiple purpose/meanings...
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
Connectionists: Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can 
represent the knowledge, can learn, do reasoning, 
generate actions

 In robotics: Sensory-motor systems

 Reactive systems vs. Internal state
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
RNNs can compute any 
computable function

Elman-type or fully connected
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
What can a simple perceptron 
represent?
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
Solution – multilayer perceptron

                                                          classification
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
How to learn?
Example: Backpropagation algorithm

1. Network propagates inputs forward in the usual way, i.e.

  All outputs are computed using sigmoid thresholding of 
the inner product of the corresponding weight and input 
vectors.
  All outputs at stage n are connected to all the inputs at 
stage n+1

2. Propagates the errors backwards by apportioning them to 
each unit according to the amount of this error the unit is 
responsible for. 
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
= input vector for unit j (xji = i th input to the j th unit) 
= weight vector for unit j (wji = weight on xji)

                 = the weighted sum of inputs for unit j
oj = output of unit j 
tj = target for unit j 

We want to calculate          for each input weight wji for 
each output unit j. Note first that since zj is a function of 
wji regardless of where in the network unit j is located
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
Output units:

Weight update rule:
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Knowledge Representation: Sub-symbolic
Hidden units:
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NN Example: Autonomous driving
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Nature of data – sensors
 Information obtained from real world has 

completely different nature than the discrete 
data stored in the computer: sensors provide 
noisy data and algorithms must cope with that!

 Sensors never provide a complete information 
about the state of the environment – only 
measure some physical variables / phenomena 
with a bounded precision and certainty

 Information from the sensors is not available at 
any time, obtaining the data costs time and 
resources
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Why Probabilities

 Real environments imply uncertainty in 
accuracy of 

 robot actions 
 sensor measurements
 Robot accuracy and correct models are 

vital for successful operations
 All available data must be used
 A lot of data is available in the form of 

probabilities
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What Probabilities
 Sensor parameters
 Sensor accuracy
 Robot wheels slipping
 Motor resolution limited
 Wheel precision limited
 Performance alternates 

based on temperature, etc.
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What Probabilities
 These inaccuracies can be measured and 

modelled with random distributions
 Single reading of a sensor contains more 

information given the prior probability 
distribution of sensor behavior than its 
actual value

 Robot cannot afford throwing away this 
additional information!
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What Probabilities

 More advanced concepts:
 Robot position and orientation 

(robot pose)
 Map of the environment
 Planning and control
 Action selection
 Reasoning...



  

Nature of Data

Odometry Data Range Data



  

Simple Example of State Estimation

 Suppose a robot obtains measurement z
 What is P(open|z)?



  

Causal vs. Diagnostic Reasoning

 P(open|z) is diagnostic
 P(z|open) is causal
 Often causal knowledge is easier to obtain.
 Bayes rule allows us to use causal 

knowledge:
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count frequencies!



  

Example
 P(z|open) = 0.6 P(z|open) = 0.3
 P(open) = P(open) = 0.5
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• z raises the probability that the door is open


